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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded domain in the Euclidean space RN (N> 1) and let 
Q = R” - 0. We assume that the boundary 80 of R is smooth. For a linear, 
uniformly elliptic operator A in divergence form and a real valued function 
p(x, t, q) defined on R x R x RN, we shall discuss the solvability of the 
boundary value problem (abbreviated to BVP in the sequel) 
Au =p(x, 24, Vu) in 0, (1) 
u=o on 80, (2) 
in various, possibly weighted, Sobolev spaces of real functions defined on a. 
In the case the function p depends on the third variable v in a special way, 
this problem has been considered by Benci and Fortunato [I]. They point 
out the necessity of considering Sobolev spaces with weights by giving an 
interesting example for which the BVP (I), (2) has no solution in IY’*p(0), 
p > 2. This means we have to accept solutions with more liberal behaviour at 
infinity depending on the weight function a(.) used. Benci and Fortunato 
prove the solvability in w’(Q, o) of the BVP (1) (2) under the assumption 
that it has an upper solution I,U and a lower solution q with c~ < w. It seems 
to us they make use in an essential way of the regularity of the solution of an 
elliptic inequality [ 31. Thus for their method to be applicable, apparently the 
coefficients of the elliptic operator A have to be reasonably smooth; the 
function p has to depend on the third variable q in a special way; the upper 
and lower solutions v, p, and the weight function CJ have to belong to C’(4). 
In Theorem 1, we shall establish solvability in I+“(.Q, a) under fewer 
smoothness requirements. Our proof is based on a result that we proved 
earlier [4] concerning the existence of a weak solution of the BVP (l), (2) 
assuming that it has a weak upper solution v/ and a weak lower solution v, 
with 9 < v/. Thus, in Theorem 1 we shall require, for example, only that 9, v/ 
belong to some Sobolev space W’(R, a). This improvement as compared to 
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[ 1 ] seems useful in concrete situations, for example, in Theorem 7 below, 
where an upper (or lower) solution is obtained by “gluing” together upper 
solutions in subdomains of 9 and, hence, may not belong to C’(n). We then 
apply Theorem 1 to show the existence of a solution when the functions 
p(x, t, r) have special forms by more or less explicitly constructing upper 
and lower solutions of the BVP at consideration. The corollary to Theorem 1 
and Theorems 5 and 6 are to be compared with similar results proved by 
Benci and Fortunato [l] without using the method of upper and lower 
solutions and under somewhat different hypotheses. For the sake of 
simplifying the proofs technically, we make no effort at stating the results 
under their optimal hypotheses; for example, the majority of our theorems 
remain valid for more general unbounded domain 0 than the exterior of a 
bounded one considered here. 
II. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
We recall the essential notations and definitions needed in the sequel. For 
those used but not defined here, we refer the reader to [ 1,4]. For a positive 
(Lebesgue) measurable function p on Q, we denote by Lp(O, p) the space of 
(equivalence classes of) functions u which are (Lebesgue) measurable and 
such that 
II 24 lIw2,,) = (Jo lM~)lpPo~-yp < co for l<p<co, 
= ess sup lu(x)i p(x) < co for p=co, 
equipped with the norm 11. Ilrpcn,,,. Then Lp(Q) = LpQ2, 1). If pO, pi are 
positive measurable functions on R, we denote by r”*(.Q, p,,, pi) the space of 
distributions u on 0 such that 
with the norm 
i=N 112 
II UII r’J(R,P,,P,) = Ilull 2w,po~ + c II%lltw2,~,~ i=l 
f’*‘(a, pO, pi) denotes the closure of C?(Q) in Yl,*(Q, p,,, pi). If p0 = p1 = p 
we set W’(s2, p) = T’**(52, p,,, pi) and wi(G’, p) = ?,‘(.Q, pO, p,). Clearly, 
w;Q2n> = w(g2, 1). 
A function u belongs to F%‘,i,,(Q,p) if its restriction to every bounded 
subdomain E of Q belongs to W’(E, p). Other spaces of functions with local 
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properties are defined similarly. Concerning the operator A and the function 
p, the following assumptions are made throughout the paper unless otherwise 
explicitly indicated: 
(HI) A = -Dj[aij(x)Di], where Di=a/iJxi, i= l,...,N and the 
standard summation convention is used: if an index is repeated then 
summation from 1 to N over that index is implied. We assume that 
uij(*) = uji(‘>, Uij(.) E Lg@), i,j = l)...) N, 
and there exists v > 0 such that for every <E RN, 
aij(x>~i~j>v(t12 (3) 
for almost all (a.a.) x E a. 
(H2) The function p is of Caratheodory’s type, i.e., for a.a. x E R, the 
function (t, q) +p(x, t, v) defined on R X RN is continuous and for each 
(t, r) E R x RN, the function x -+p(x, t, q) is measurable. We assume further 
that there exist a constant E E (0,2], a function k,(.) E Lo,,,, and a 
continuous nondecreasing function c: R ’ + R ’ such that 
I p(x, t, r)l < QJ)[k*(x) + IPI (4) 
for VItl<p, qERN, a.a. xELI. 
DEFINITION 1. (i) A function o E w,r,,(LI) is called a (local) weak lower 
solution of the BVP (1), (2) if & < 0, p(x, cp, V~JI) E L&,(Q), and 
J Uij(x) DiPDjVdx <J” P(x, ~9 VP) Vdx 
R R 
for all v E w,$2) n L”(Q) having compact support and v > 0 almost 
everywhere (a.e.) in LI. 
(ii) A (local) weak upper solution is defined by reversing the 
inequality sign in the above definition. 
(iii) A function u E W,‘,,,(Q) is called a (local) weak solution of the 
BVP (l), (2) if ulan = 0, p(x, U, VU) E L&,(R), and 
i 
uij(x) DiuDjvdx = 
I p(x, u, Vu) vdx (5) R R 
for all v E WA(Q) n La(R) with compact support. 
We shall need the following result which is proved in [4, Theorem 11. 
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THEOREM 0. Suppose that the BVP (l), (2) has a weak lower solution cp 
and a weak upper solution y both belonging to W:,,(fJ) n Lz,(f2) and 
cp < 0 < ye in R. Then the BVP (l), (2) has a weak solution u with q < u < y 
a.e. in Q. 
III. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let o(.) E C’(a) n L’(0), o(x) > 0, andfor some constant 
a > 0. 
I Vu(x) I < a+) VXER. (6) 
Suppose in addition to (Hl), (H2) that aij(-) E L*(f2, a), i, j = l,..., N, and in 
(4) the function k,(.) E L ‘(0, a). Suppose further that the BVP (l), (2) has 
a weak lower solution rp and a weak upper solution I,Y, both belonging to 
W,‘,,(Q) n L”(Q) and cp < 0 < I+Y in Q. Then the BVP (l), (2) has a weak 
solution u E W’(0, o) with v, < u < ye. 
Notes. (i) This theorem has been proved by Benci and Fortunato 
[ 1, Theorem 2. l] by a different method under more stringent conditions; they 
require also that there is a constant b > 0 such that 
I# @>I < Wx) VXEQ, i = l,..., N, 
and 
u(x) --) 0 as IxI+ 03, 
and the upper and lower solutions, which are to be understood in the 
pointwise sense, belong to C’(B) n L”(0). Furthermore, because the 
functions p(x, t, n) that they consider are of a more special form and their 
proof makes use of the regularity of the solution of an elliptic inequation, the 
coefficients of the elliptic operator A must be smoother than as assumed by 
us (in [ 11, A = -A). However, the solution that we obtain is, by Definition 1, 
of a somewhat weaker sense. 
(ii) From the proof it will be seen that Theorem 1 can be modified in a 
number of ways. For example, if aij(.) E L”(Q), i, j = l,..., N, and instead of 
(4) we assume 
Ip(x,t,rl)l~k,(x)+c,lrlI (7) 
for a constant c,, > 0 and function k,(-) E L*(Q, a). Then the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 is still valid if we merely require that the weak upper and lower 
solutions w, u, E W;O,(0) n L’(f2, a). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. By Theorem 0, the BVP (I), (2) has a weak 
solution u with a, < u < w. Since 9, v E L”(Q), u E L”O(Q) as well. 
Therefore, u E L’(Q, a), bearing in mind that u E L’(R). It remains to show 
that 1 VU(.)] E L*(fi, a). For a number r > 0 let B, be the open ball centered 
at the origin and having radius r in RN. For each integer n > n,, where 
B,” 1 RN - R consider a function [,( . ) E CA(RN) with 
c,(x)E [0, l] VxER”, m(x)= 1 on B,, &,(x)-O on Q-B,,,. 
Then taking u = &,ou in (5) we obtain 
J c,ua, * Diu. DjUdx R 
= {(-~Djr,-r,Dj~)aijDiu. u +P(X, u,VU)‘&UU} dx. (8) 
We now proceed to estimate each of the integrals on the right-hand side. 
Taking into account (6) we have 
J 
alL'Dj u. aijDiu . uldx 
<ax 
I 
[,,ulaijDiu. uldx 
i Q 
<a & 
I j R 
c,uaijDiU*Djudx+aJ 
R 
f aij&,uu2dx/. 
i,j= 1 
Since C~j=l aij, U’ E L*(R, O) we have 
i 
l,[i,DjU~aijDiu~u~dx<fJQ&,uaijDiu~Djudx+~,, (9) 
where ci (i = l,..., 10) are constants independent of n, not always the same. 
To estimate the integral 
J us Dj&, . aij D,u ’ udx, n 
we have to construct [,(.) E CA(RN) more carefully. Let 
c”(x)= 1 for ]x]<n, 
L(x) = exp 1 (Ix1 _ :,2 _ 1 + l 1 
for n<]x]<n+l, 
L(x) = 0 for ]x]>n+ 1. 
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Then direct computation gives 
i 
Iu. Djt;, . aijDiu . uldx < la;jDiu * U] UC,, dx 
n 
<a J^ t;,oaij. D,u . Dju dx n 
Since 
(1x1 - 4* 
L(x) [(lx1 -n)’ - 114 
remains bounded on R” and a,(.), u’(.) E L*(B, o), i,j = l,..., N, we obtain 
.i R IaDjL * aijDiu . uldx < $ 1 D &,oaij * Diu * DjUdX + ~2. (10) 
Now 
i I ~0, u, Vu> Lou I dx < ~3 R ~~~~,~~~i,~l~l~~+~,~~l~~l’-(i,ol~l~~. 
By Hiilder’s inequality, 
< Ia lVul* C,,odx ) ‘-(“*) (c, [,a lul’l’dx) “*. 
Thus 
I n1~(x,u,Vu)i,uldx~c,+c6 
(,, IVu12 Qdx) ‘-(“‘). (11) 
From (8), (9), (lo), and (11) we obtain 
(UijDiU . DjU) r,U dX ~ C, + Cg (I, ,vul* Qdx) l-(‘*). 
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From the uniform ellipticity of the operator A (assumption (Hl)) and the 
fact that E > 0, we deduce 
i )Vu(2t;,udx<c,. R 
Letting n + co we conclude that j, 1 Vu ]‘o dx < 00. 1 
COROLLARY. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem I, suppose that 
lim infp(x, t, 0) < 0, lim supp(x, f, 0) > 0 
I -r-cc f++CC 
uniformly for x E R. Then the BVP (l), (2) has a weak solution u in 
w’(n,a)nLy2). 
ProoJ In fact, we can choose M > 0 such that v(x) = M is an upper 
solution of the BVP (l), (2) an d we can choose m < 0 such that o(x) = m is 
a lower solution. I 
Note. This result has been proved in [ 1, Theorem 3.31 under more 
stringent assumptions. 
For later applications we list here a number of possible variations of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. In addition to assumptions (Hl) and (H2) let us also 
assume that aij( .) E L ‘(f2) U L “(Q), i, j = I,..., N, and in (4) the function 
k,(e) E L1(G)UL2(0). Suppose that the BVP (I), (2) has a weak upper 
solution w and a weak lower solution v, (which, by definition, are in W:,,(f2)) 
both belonging to L’(0) n L”‘“(fl) fl L “(Q) with p < 0 < I,Y in Q. Then the 
BVP (I), (2) has a weak solution u E W’(Q) with a, < u < w. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. With a(x) = 1, 
the assumptions o, yEL2(R)fTL”O(R), and aij(~)EL1(f2)UL2(f2), 
i, j = I,..., N are used to arrive at (10). The assumptions 
k,(v) E L’(Q) U L*(Q) and p,, w E L2(f2) n L”“(Q) n L”O(Q) are used to 
arrive at (11). 1 
Note. A result similar to Theorem 2 can be found in [5, Theorem 21, 
where the function p(x, t, q) has more restrictive growth but the operator A 
may be nonlinear. 
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THEOREM 3. Let f: R + R be continuous and f(t) t > 0 Vt E R. Then 
under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the BVP 
-Dj[Uij(X) Dill] +f(U) =P(X, UT vU) in Q, (12) 
48*=0 (13) 
has a weak solution u E W’(Q). 
Proof The proof follows the proof of Theorem 1 by noting that 
1 f(u) i, u dx > 0. 0 
We wish to note that we require f(t) t > 0 because the function f(t) cannot 
be incorporated into p(x, t, r). In fact, for Theorem 2, we have assumed that 
the function k,(.) in (4) belongs to L’(R) U L*(Q). 1 
THEOREM 4. In addition to (HI) suppose that aii(.) E La(Q), 
i,j = I,..., N. Let f: R +R be continuous and f(t) t>O Vt E R, let 
g(.) E L’(0). Suppose also that the BVP 
-Dj[aij(x) D,u] +f (u) = g(x) in 0, (14) 
4aa=o (15) 
has a weak upper solution li/ and a weak lower solution cp (which, by 
definition, are in W,‘,,,(Q)), both belonging to L*(R)r? L:,(Q) with 
cp < 0 < v in Q. Then the BVP has a weak solution u E W’(Q). 
Proof The proof follows the proof of Theorem 1, taking into account the 
features pointed out in the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. We note that now the 
only term involving u itself is f (u) in (14) and in equalities leading to (lo), 
the term so f (u) [, u dx can be dropped outright because it is nonnegative. 
Thus it is sufficient to require w, ~1 EL’(n) n L:,(Q) (instead of 
w, v, E L*(Q) n L”(Q)) just in order to apply Theorem 0. I 
THEOREM 5. Let f : R --t R be dtfferentiable, f (0) = 0, and there exist a 
constant A > 0 such that f ‘(t) > A > 0, Vt E R. Suppose, in addition to (H 1) 
that aij(.) E La(a), i, j = l,..., N. Then the BVP (14), (15) has a unique 
weak solution in W’(Q) n L:,(R) for each g(.) E L*(D)n L;&), 
P > N/2. 
Proof: We first prove the uniqueness. Let u,(I = 1,2) E W’(Q) be two 
weak solutions. Let 
w=u*-u*, w+(x) = max[x(x), 01, w-(x)= w’(x) - w(x), 
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and let c,(o) E CA(RN), 1 > 5, > 0, n > rz,,, be the function used to obtain 
(10) in the proof of Theorem 1. Then we have 
i ajjDiwDj([,w+)dx+ J -p,)-f(q)] [,w’dx=O. (16) 0 
Since 
m4 -f(%)l r,w+ > 0 
and, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
QijDi wDj(i, w+ ) dx < C, , n > no, 
for some constant c,, by letting 12 -+ co, we obtain 
I aijDiW+DjW+dx+ R 1 R [f(u,)-f(u,)] W’dx=O. 
Since 
Lm,> -fWl w+ > WV+)*, 
it follows that w+(e) = 0 a.e. on Q. Similarly, we can show that w-(.) = 0 
a.e. To prove existence, by Theorem 4, it suffkes to construct a nonnegative 
upper solution w and a nonpositive lower solution v, both belonging to 
L2(Q) n L:,(Q). Let w be the unique function in W@2) such that 
-Di[aijDiy] + hy = g+. 
Since 
1 aijDiy-Djvp dx+l AIyp/*dx<O, 
R 0 
I,U 2 0 on Q. On the other hand, f(t) > At if t 2 0. Hence, v is a nonnegative 
upper solution of the BVP (14), (15). Furthermore, because g(s) E Lo&!), 
p > N/2, we have ~(0) ELEJQ) (cf., e.g., [7, Theorem 13.1, p. 1991). The 
lower solution o is obtained similarly. 1 
Note. Theorem 5 above is somewhat similar to Theorem 3.1 in [ 1 ] which 
is proved, without using the method of upper and lower solutions, under an 
additional assumption for the function f: 
fW G YCu)lfW V,u,tER (y:R+R). (17) 
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This assumption seems to rule out functions like 
f(t) = e’ - 1 if t > 0, 
f(t)=-e-‘+ 1 if t < 0. 
On the other hand, the right-hand side g is permitted to be in W- ‘(0) in [ 11. 
We next consider the case f’(t) > 0 Vt E R. This case has also been 
investigated in [l] under the additional assumption (17). It seems that 
getting rid of (17) is trickier in the present situation. We prove 
THEOREM 6. Suppose 0 C$ fi and, in addition to (Hl), that 
aij(~) E La(O), i, j = l,..., N. Let f: R -+ R be differentiable, f (0) = 0 and 
f’(t) > 0. Then the BVP (14), (15) has a unique solution in r1$2(Q, 1x1-‘, 1) 
for each g(s) E L2(0, 1x1”) r‘l Lf,,(l2),p > N/2, s > 2. 
ProoJ The uniqueness is proved as in Theorem 5. By Theorem 5, for 
each m = 1, 2,..., there is a unique u, E W;(Q) such that 
-Dj[UijDiU,] +f(U,)+iU,=g3 (18) 
with tprn < U, < ym, where v1, y Wm E wA(a) and 
-Dj[aijDiP,] + 4 (Pm =g-T 
-Dj[aijDiwm] +k,,=g’. (20) 
We recall (cf. [I, Theorem 1.31) that there is a constant c, such that 
.i, It( Ixl-“dx~c,~~ PtW’dx VY(. > E Gw. (21) 
From (18) we obtain 
< (!, I g12 I+x)“*(~~ b,12 IVdx) l’*. (22) 
We deduce from (21) and (22) that there is a constant c, independent of m 
such that 
IIU,Il~1.2~R,IXI-S,I~ < c2. (23) 
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Hence, we can extract a subsequence of {u,}, still denoted by {u,}, 
converging weakly in f’,‘(Q, IxJ-‘, 1) to a limit U. Recall that n, > 0 is such 
that Bno I RN - Q. For each integer k = 1, 2 ,..., let 
Since the imbedding of IV’(Q,) into L’(R,) is compact, by using the 
diagonal process, it is not difficult to see that we can extract from {u,} a 
subsequence, still denoted by {u,}, such that 
u,-+u a.e. on B as m + 00. 
We now prove that uEf’.‘(G, /xl-‘, 1) is a solution. Let 
u E P’(f2, 1x1 -s) 1) with compact support. We find k, such that 
supp u C fiko. Similar to (23), we see that there is a constant c3 independent 
of m such that 
From this and the fact that g E Lf,,(fi),p > N/2, we deduce 
(cf. [7, Theorem 13.1, p. 1991) that there is a constant cq independent of m 
such that 
)+; f(hJ =f(u> a.e. on Q, 
J-(-c,) cf@4n) cf(c,>, m = 1, 2 ,..., on QkO. 
Therefore, 
lim 1 f(u,) u dx = jQ f(u) u dx. 
m-02 R 
Since, from (18), 
1 aijDiu,Djv dx + $2 j~f(um)Odx+jn~umvdx=j gvdx, R 
letting m -+ co we obtain 
i 
aijDiu Djv dx + I, f(u) u dx = I, gv dx. I 
R 
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The method of upper and lower solution is simple in concept, but in 
practice it is severely limited by the difficulty encountered in constructing an 
upper solution I(/ and a lower soluttion (o with q < w. This difficulty is 
particularly acute in the case of an unbounded domain R if we want a 
solution in the Sobolev space W’(O) because then constants cannot serve as 
upper and lower solutions (as in the corollary to Theorem 1). Unless the 
BVP has simple special structure as in Theorems 5 or 6, the construction of 
upper and lower solutions is technically complicated as illustrated by 
Theorem 7. We need the following result [ 6 or 2, Lemma I. 11 about “gluing” 
together upper solutions. 
LEMMA. Let B (‘I be a subdomain of f2 such that Xl”’ is smooth and 
a(‘) c a. We denote by fin”’ = Q - fin(‘) (Xl”’ = &I U aa”‘) and by v’ the 
unit outward normal to 0 . (I) Let ui E W2(R”‘), fi E L’(fin”‘) (i = 1, 2). We 
assume that 
Then we have 
-Au >f in G ‘(Q), 
where u E W’(Q) is defined by u = ui in 0”’ and f = fi in aCi’. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that f: R + R is d@erentiable, f (0) = 0, 
f'(t)>A>O, VtER; lp(x,t,rl)l~c@)1r12-', O<&,<l, VltlG~, ~('1 
increasing, continuous; g(. ) E L m (Q), 1 g(x) 1 1 x ( a -0 as (x I + co uniformly, 
where a > N/2. Then the BVP 
-Au + f (u) = P(X, u, Vu) + g(x) in 0, (25) 
u=o on an, (26) 
has a weak solution in W’(G). 
Proof. By Theorem 3, it suffices to construct a positive upper solution v 
and a negative lower solution cp both belonging to L*(0) fY L2”(fl) n La(Q). 
First we find M > 1 such that 
Now let 
i+?(x)=Mlxl~” (x # 0). 
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Direct computation gives 
Dilp=-MaIx(-“-*xi, 
Dii~=Ma(a+2)Ixl~“-4Xf--aJxI-u-*, 
IV@1 =Ma /xl-=-l. 
Thus, we can find r > 1 with B, I RN - B such that 
Since 1 g(x)1 Jxla + 0 as 1x1 + co we can take r larger still, if necessary, so 
that 
Ig@>I +xira for Ixl>r. 
Furthermore, since E - 2 < 0, we can choose r larger still, if necessary, so 
that 
c(M)M2-%-~IxJE--2 <T if 1x1 > r. 
With I so chosen, we set 
Bearing in mind that r > 1, we have 
Ig(x)l<$r”lxlp” if Ixl>r, 
IPC? v19VvJl ~4wVyl,12-E 
= C(q~2-Ea2-Era(1-&E) /XI-(a+lw-E)+a fY lx(-.U 
I4 
c 1 
a(E-1) 
= c(M)JpQ+ - 
r 
/x16-2 ra [XI-~. 
(27) 
Because 0 < E < 1 by assumption, we have by (27), 
Ip(x, tyl, VIJI~)/ <c(M)M~-~~*-~Ix/~-* ra JxIpa 
< Gr- IxIpa if lxl>r. 
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Therefore, for /x 1 > Y, 
and vI is an upper solution of (25) in Q(” = {x E RN, 1x1 > r). On the other 
hand, wz = M is an upper solution in a(21 = R -a(“. We are now in a 
position to apply the Lemma to conclude that 
v(x) = v,(x) for IX 2 r, u/(x)-M for Ix/ <r 
is an upper solution of the BVP (25), (26). Finally, we note that 
vi/( .) E L*(0) n ,C*‘E(Q) n L”O(Q) because OL > N/2 > N&/2. Similarly, it can 
be seen that rp = --w is a lower solution. 1 
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